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Sharp-wave-ripple complexes (SWRs) and interictal-
spikes are physiological and pathological forms of
irregularly occurring transient high activity events in the
hippocampal EEG. They share similar features and
carry high-frequency oscil lations with different spectral
features. Recent results reveal similarities and
differences in the generation of the two types of
transients, and argue that parvalbumin containing
basket cel ls (PVBC) are crucial in synchronizing
neuronal activity in both cases. SWRs are generated in
the reciprocally-connected network of inhibitory PVBCs,
while in the pathological case, synchronous failure of
perisomatic inhibition triggers massive pyramidal cel l
burst firing. While physiological ripple oscil lation is
primari ly the result of phasic perisomatic inhibitory
currents, pathological high-frequency ripples are
population spikes of partial ly synchronous, massively
bursting, uninhibited pyramidal cel ls.
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Introduction
A subset of physiological and pathological brain activity
patterns is not periodic oscil lations, but network bursts. These
irregularly-occurring, transient, high activity events (THAEs)
carry distinct forms of superimposed high frequency
oscil lations (HFOs) [1 –4]. Many phenomena are lumped under
HFOs [5] including high-frequency gamma (80-1 00Hz), epsilon
[6], ripples (1 40-200Hz) that can be a part of physiological and
pathological events [7], and fast ripples (fRIPs, 200-800Hz)
that appear exclusively in pathological cases [8–1 0] but often
alternate with ripples in the physiological range within the
same transient. Sharp-wave-ripple complexes (SWR) are
recurring physiological transients [3,1 1 ] that are essential for
memory consolidation [1 2–1 4] and are ornamented with ripple
oscil lations in the 1 40-200 Hz range [1 5]. Pathological forms of
THAEs are the interictal spikes (I IS) and their different,
iterated, transitional forms: recital and octal sequences. These
pathological transients are associated with fRIPs in the 200-
800Hz range [1 6,1 7]. Hippocampal fRIPs were shown to be
associated with hippocampal sclerosis, cel l loss and the
epileptic focus. They appear at the onset of epileptic events
[8,1 7–1 9], and therefore have diagnostic value in that they can
be used to predict and localize epileptic seizures [20]. Ripples
and fRIPs have been shown to be different phenomena [21 ],
but experiments suggested they are related, since, in the
human epileptic hippocampus, fRIPs emerged from ripples
[22].
The two primary questions examined in this review are:
1 ) how are irregularly-recurring physiological (SWRs) and
pathological (I ISs) THAEs initiated?
2) How are overlaid HFOs generated, and what is the role of
inhibition in the generation of synchrony?
Additional important questions are:
3) what is the difference in the generation mechanisms of

healthy and pathological ripples and fast-ripples?
4) What is the contribution of synaptic currents versus
synchronized action potentials (population spikes) to the
generation of different forms of ripples?

Physiological sharp waves and ripples
Sharp-waves have been described in the hippocampal CA1
area of rats and were shown to propagate from the CA3 area
[23]. I t has been suggested that the recurrent col lateral system
of CA3 PCs is essential for the generation of SWRs, which are
then transferred to CA1 via the Schaffer collaterals [24]. The
low frequency envelope is accompanied by a high frequency
component, the ripple (1 40-200Hz [1 5]), that is manifested as
sink-source pairs in and around stratum pyramidale [25,26] in
both CA3 and CA1 . During SWRs, inhibitory neurons and PCs
fire phase-locked to the ripple oscil lation [24,27]. Periodic
perisomatic inhibition has been held responsible for the
generation of the high-frequency components and the phase-
locking of neuronal activity [3], but no convincing data are
available about the initiation of SWRs, although the SWR state
is considered an “off-l ine” state of the hippocampus [1 2].
To uncover the participation of different types of neurons in
SWR generation, several in vivo [28–34] and in vitro [35–37]
studies have examined the firing characteristics of identified
neuron types (summarized in [38]). Mostly similar relative firing
patterns were found for the examined cell types, but there
were some contradictory results, which might have arisen from
differences between the CA1 and the CA3 area, and most
importantly from anaesthetized compared to freely moving
animals or in vitro sl ices. In general, individual PCs were found
to fire infrequently during subsets of SWRs. The most active
cells with ripple phase-locked spikes were the parvalbumin-
positive basket cel ls (PVBC). Axo-axonic cells (AACs) fired
transiently at the beginning of SWRs. CCK basket, but not
dendritic, cel ls were inhibited during SWRs. Ivy cells were
found to have sparse activity that was not modified during
SWRs. A more complicated picture emerged for the SOM+
cells, and depended on the circumstances and subtype. OLM
cells could be inhibited or activated, while bistratified cells fired
during SWRs.
The proposed mechanisms for ripple generation during SWRs
must resolve two issues: what generates the currents, and
what generates the ripple timing.
One hypothesis, based on neuronal network modeling [39], is
that gap junctions among pyramidal cel l (PC) axons form the
basis of the ripple oscil lation. However, this has been
questioned both by other modeling studies [40] and also by
experimenters due to the fact that al l known gap junction
blockers are “dirty drugs” [41 ,42]. Furthermore, the idea of
short-circuiting pyramidal cel l axons in order to explain ripple
oscil lations goes against the established principle that the PC
population activity carries highly specific representational
information. A second model proposes a feedback loop among
PCs and inhibitory neurons [3,1 5,28,40] similar to the
mechanism proposed for gamma oscil lation generation
[43,44]. The problem with this scenario is that the frequency of
this mechanism can not be up-scaled to the ripple range [40].
Final ly, reciprocal inhibition among inhibitory neurons was
proposed as a generator of ripple oscil lations [40,45–48]. This
scenario is supported by the findings that ripple oscil lations in
CA3 and CA1 have slightly different frequencies and are
therefore not coherent [1 5,33]. This means that ripples are not
transmitted cycle by cycle through the Schaffer collaterals (as
required in the second scenario above), but must be locally
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generated in both areas. The reciprocal inhibitory mechanism
satisfies this criterion.

Epileptic activity and pathological fast
ripples
Miles and his collaborators [49–51 ] proposed a mechanism for
the non-periodic initiation of epileptiform events, where
stochastic activity in a single PC launches a prolonged buildup
of excitatory activity in the recurrent col laterals of the CA3
area, and evokes an epileptic event.
Since their discovery [1 6], the generation of ripples and fast
ripples has been reviewed many times [5,8,52–54]. Loss of
inhibition turns ripples into fast ripples [55]. fRIPs persist after
GABAA receptor blockade [22], suggesting their independence
from functional inhibition. There is a reasonable agreement on
the generation of fast ripples. I t was first suggested [1 6] and
then proven [22,56] that synchronized burst firing of PCs is
important in fRIP generation, and that they are actual ly
population spikes. Oscil lations at frequencies far higher than
the maximum firing rate of a pyramidal cel l arise when PC
subpopulations commence out-of-phase synchronized firing
[22,57]. The mechanisms causing (partial) synchrony are not
yet clear. The usual suspects, gap junction coupling and
ephaptic interactions, have been blamed [39]. However, the
facts are: 1 ) experimental manipulation of PC burst precision
[56] reduces fast ripple amplitude and 2) there is a frequency
shift and a drop in the amplitude during HFOs [52,58], and fast
ripples show large spectral fluctuation [20,54]. This suggests
that the simultaneous onset of bursting in large populations of
PCs can result in pseudo-synchrony and fast ripples, without
any special synchronization mechanism among PCs.

The difference between SWRs and IISs:
mechanisms of physiological and
pathological transient high activity event
generation in vitro
As for al l EEG signals, synaptic currents and synchronized
action potentials are considered as the components that
underl ie the LFP during SWRs and I ISs in stratum pyramidale.
I t has been suggested that summated perisomatic inhibitory
currents contribute to SWRs [3]. Population spikes from
clusters of abnormally synchronously bursting neurons were
suggested to contribute to I ISs [59]. As stated above, the fact
that GABAergic mechanisms do not seem to contribute to fRIP
generation suggests that inhibitory currents do not play a role
in pathological LFP generation. Besides these suggestions, no
definitive experiments have been made to directly examine the
contribution of the two candidate mechanisms.
Therefore, in a recent series of studies in our laboratory
[36,60,61 ] we examined the differences between physiological
and pathological network bursts in the CA3 area, where they
are generated. The experiments verified earl ier proposals and
showed how SWRs and I ISs are generated in the CA3 area of
mouse hippocampal sl ices. A modified in vitro submerged sl ice
preparation was used [62] that al lowed measurement of
network and cellular activity from slices that generate in vivo-
l ike high activity levels and patterns. The preparation al lows
quick and selective manipulation of network interactions and
paral lel recording of network dynamics, as well as the activity
of identified neuron types and populations.

SWRs are initiated by PC activity, and
shaped by inhibition deriving from
reciprocally connected PVBCs
Based on the idea of a buildup of activity in the recurrent
col laterals of CA3 PCs [51 ], it was shown that SWRs are
initiated in the CA3 area through a combined refractory and
stochastic mechanism[61 ]. When firing coincides in a set of
spontaneously active pyramidal cel ls, it triggers a gradual,

exponential bui ld-up of activity in the recurrent CA3 network
and a SWR is initiated. Perisomatic inhibition from PVBCs (but
not from CCK-containing basket cel ls) proved to be necessary
and sufficient for ripple oscil lation generation. Tonic excitation
from the activated PCs provided the drive to PVBCs, which
phase-lock their firing at ripple frequency due to their
reciprocal inhibitory connections, described as the Fast
Inhibitory Neuron Oscil lation (FINO) mechanism by Schlingloff
et al [61 ]. This configuration is different from the Pyramidal cel l
Inhibitory Network Gamma (PING) mechanism, where a
reciprocal interaction between the two cell types generates
gamma oscil lations [63] at a lower frequency, and also for the
thalamic generation of spindles [4], where similar excitatory-
inhibitory out of phase firing generates the oscil lation. The
synchronized GABAA receptor-mediated currents from the
PVBCs give rise to a major component of the ripple-frequency
oscil lation in the local field potential , and phase-modulate the
rather sparse tonic spiking of pyramidal cel ls, which also
contribute somewhat to the ripple local field potential . Counter
intuitively, the results also suggested that PVBC activity not
only synchronized, but also promoted, PC firing, since
transient optogenetic activation of PVBCs evoked ful l SWRs
and PC activity.
From the three possible models, the experiments excluded the
role of gap junctions and also eliminated the reciprocal PC-
inhibitory neuron loop model [61 ]. Gap junctions were
excluded because a small cut at the border of str.pyramidale
and lucidum that severed PVBC axonal connectivity, but not
gap junctions (they can be found out in str. lacunosum
moleculare and oriens) el iminated synchrony of ripple activity
in the two halves of the cut. The reciprocal PC-PVBC model
was eliminated because tonic driving pf PVBCs is sufficient to
evoke ripple oscil lation; phasic PC activity is not required for
this. These experiments prove what has been suggested
earl ier; the current generator of ripple oscil lations in stratum
pyramidale is primari ly the phasic perisomatic inhibition [3,1 5]
from PVBCs and, to a smaller extent, phase-locked PC action
potentials.

Generation of interictal spikes: changes in
cellular and network parameters result in
degeneration of physiological SWRs and
generation of pathological HFOs
To study the difference in the behavior of distinct cel l types and
how cellular and network parameters change during the
epileptogenic state, epileptic activity was induced in four
different ways (ACSF modified with high [K+], 4-AP, low [Mg2+]
and gabazine) in the sl ice preparation [60]. I t was found that:
1 )upon induction of epileptic activity, spontaneously generated
SWRs in CA3 disappeared and, fol lowing an asynchronous
transitory phase, activity reorganized into a new form of
pathological synchrony in the form of I IS and other more
complex epileptiform events; 2) during epileptiform events, al l
neurons increased their firing rate compared to SWRs; 3)
different cel l types showed complementary firing: PVBCs and
some AACs stopped firing nearly simultaneously due to a
depolarization block at the climax of the events. In contrast,
pyramidal cel ls started firing bursts at this point. This moment
was also marked by the onset of HFOs in the LFP; 4)
compared to the SWR-generating state, the cellular excitabil ity
increased and excitatory transmission was enhanced, whereas
inhibitory transmission (both somatic and dendritic) was
compromised; 5) additional ly, a strong short-term depression
was also observed in the PVBC to PC transmission.
Aivar et al (201 4) [64] induced similar transitions from healthy
to pathological forms of ripples by decreasing [Ca2+]e. They
found similar shifts in excitabil ity parameters and transmission
parameters and concluded, similarly, that fai lure of inhibition
results in strong PC firing that shapes the fRIPs. The
importance of PVBCs in seizure propagation has been recently
demonstrated [65]. I t was also reported that some neurons can
enter into depolarization blocks during seizures [66,67]. We



have to note however that the fate of dendritic inhibition is
different. While we reported a failure in perisomatic GABAergic
transmission an increased GABA release was observed during
epileptic events [68,69]. This suggests that dendritic inhibition
does not fai l . Our findings that besides the PV-positive cells
most inhibitory neurons increased their firing frequency during
epileptic events [60] and while PVBCs show a strong short-
term depression usually dendritic neurons show short-term
facil itation (unpublished observation) agrees with increased
dendritic GABA transmission. Yet pyramidal cel ls start to fire at
the collapse of perisomatic inhibition, suggesting that dendritic
control is not sufficient.
Thus, SWRs and I IS have similarities and differences in their
generating mechanisms (see Figure 1 and Table 1 ). They
share an identical initiation mechanism, where stochastic
activity of pyramidal cel ls triggers the buildup of excitatory
activity. Fol lowing this phase, in the case of SWRs, PVBCs are
activated at the appropriate time and only to a physiological
level, so their activity can then shape the evolution of SWRs by
phase-locking (and paradoxical ly even promoting[61 ]) PC
activity. In the case of I IS, the excitatory buildup is much
quicker most probably as a result of increased excitabil ity, and
increased excitatory synaptic transmission that is only
countered by a weakened inhibition. Therefore, PVBCs wil l
receive excitation that drives them into depolarization block
(and their already weakened transmission breaks down due to
strong short-term depression), resulting in an uncontrol led
burst firing in al l PCs [22,70]. The similarities between these
phenomena suggests that I IS are degenerate forms of SWR
and, as concluded previously [4], “epileptic events hijack
normal circuitry”.

The abrupt col lapse of pyramidal cel l perisomatic inhibition
appears to be a crucial factor in the emergence of epileptiform
events and in the generation of pathological fast ripples. Fast
ripples thus indicate collapse of perisomatic inhibition and the
uncontrol led firing of PCs. This explains why HFOs correlate
with the onset of epileptiform activity [8,1 7–1 9], are found in
the epileptic focus [1 6,1 7] and are a good diagnostic feature

[20].

PVBC-mediated inhibition in physiological
and pathological synchrony: success or
failure influences the composition of local
field potentials
Our recent results suggest that in the case of SWRs, the
rhythm is generated when tonic excitation drives the
reciprocally-connected inhibitory network of PVBCs (FINO
mechanism) that, through periodic perisomatic IPSPs, phase-
lock themselves and the sparsely-firing PCs. PVBCs – more
correctly the fai lure of their inhibition– is also crucial for fast-
ripple generation, since at the end of the buildup period,
PVBCs enter concurrently into depolarization block, and
pyramidal cel l burst firing starts simultaneously at this time,
producing pseudo-synchronous spikes without a synchronizing
mechanism. With time, this synchrony breaks down, as
demonstrated first by the quickening of the pathological ripple
and then by the decrease of power in the high frequency
bands [52,58]. These findings explain Bragin et al ’s [1 6]
original observation and support the consensus on RIP and
fRIP generation [5,8,52–54] by showing that the LFP is
dominated by inhibitory synaptic currents during SWRs [61 ]
and by PC action potentials during I ISs [60]. When inhibition
fai ls during I IS, the balance is tipped in the same direction by
the two counteracting mechanisms; on one side, the inhibitory
synaptic currents disappear, while on the other side pyramidal
cel ls start to fire en mass and the population spikes of their
APs form the LFP signal of fast ripples (see also [64] fig 9).
Fast ripples thus appear when and where inhibitory control is
lost and massive PC firing erupts [71 ].

Conclusions
Similar to the case of gamma oscil lations, PVBCs proved to be
essential timekeepers during the ripple oscil lation phase of
sharp waves, but since they are driven more strongly, they are
engaged in a different rhythm generating mode (FINO instead

SWRs and IIS have similar phases during their
evolution: Similar phases can be distinguished in the two
types of transient high activity events (SWR: top half, I IS:
bottom half). Initiation is based on a stochastic-refractory
model, where activity starts in a few spontaneously active
neurons. In the case of I ISs, the inter-event interval is
probably mostly influenced by recovery of high spontaneous
activity from different refractory mechanisms. During
buildup, the activity evolves in the recurrent col lateral
system of the CA3 in both cases. I t is much stronger in the
epileptic case due to high excitabil ity and increased
excitatory, but decreased inhibitory, transmission. The
strong buildup in the HFO phase alters the behavior of PV-
positive basket cel ls. While they produce ripple synchrony
and ripple phase-locked PC firing through the FINO
mechanism during SWRs, due to pathological ly high
excitation, PVBCs enter into depolarization block. The
simultaneous cessation of perisomatic inhibition results in
uncontrol led and pseudo-synchronous bursting in al l PCs,
and manifests as fRIPs with a shifting dominant frequency.
Black traces indicate an LFP recording of a SWR and an I IS
from the same in vitro mouse hippocampal sl ice in normal
(SWR) and epileptogenic ACSF (I IS). Blue and red rasters
indicate the firing of PCs and PVBCs in the two cases.
Scale 1 00msec, 1 00µV.



of PING). They also proved to be key figures in synchronizing
the onset of PC burst firing through their simultaneous failure
at the beginning of fRIPs. The fact that PVBCs were found to
be necessary and sufficient for ripple generation, while other
inhibitory neurons did not contribute significantly, matches the
proposal of Freund and Katona, 2007 [72] that PVBCs are
essential ly time-keepers that effectuate rhythms, while other
neurons (l ike CCK-containing basket cel ls) must implement
more subtle functions associated with subcortical modulatory
switches among behavioral states. To reveal the function of
these neurons e.g. in mediating motivational and emotional
impact, more sensitive in vivo experiments are needed.

Outlook, Future directions
We want to emphasize two points concerning future research.
Both include a technical point: First, in order to understand the
contribution of a cell type to the generation of network activity,
it is insufficient to simply measure its firing pattern, but
functional transmission also has to be measured during the
relevant state and with the relevant pattern. We showed that
even if PVBCs are firing at some stages of epileptic events,
their terminals do not release GABA from the middle of an
epileptic train of action potentials onwards [60]. We previously
found a similar fai lure of transmission in the case of CCK-
positive cells during the gamma-generating high cholinergic
state [73]: although they fire gamma phase associated action
potentials, there is no GABA release from their terminals.
Similarly, basic cellular and network parameters have to be
measured in different states because they influence network
dynamics. Second: I t seems essential to detect HFOs and
multiunit activity in recordings from epileptic patients, since the
timing and location of fRIPs proved to be diagnostic
concerning the origin of epileptic events. Similarly, the
reorganization of multiunit activity [74,75,60] and of HFO
structure [20] preceding epileptic activity cannot be detected in
the low frequency components of the LFP. Therefore in high
sampling rate (over 1 00Hz) recordings should be routinely
used in diagnostic measurements of epileptic patients.

Highlights
-tonic excitation of reciprocally-connected PVBCs evokes
ripple frequency firing
-physiological ripples are primari ly perisomatical ly-generated
inhibitory currents
-I ISs are degenerate forms of SWRs, when inhibition collapses
-altered excitabil ity and E/I balance accelerate buildup during
initiation of an I IS
-fast ripples are population spikes of pseudo-synchronized
PCs bursts
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